Key To Escape, Nashua NH – Our Cleaning Practices
As we have done since we opened in 2016, we pay special attention in the cleaning procedures
throughout the day. Our schedule allows for 60 minutes between room runs. This gives our
staff ample time to clean each surface/item within the game, reset the puzzles, and prepare for
the next group. Our staff also shares responsibility for cleaning the lobby and restrooms
throughout the day following the same guidelines.
Our staff uses Clorox for all nonporous surfaces, Lysol spray for porous surfaces, and Windex for
glass/plexiglass items. We wipe down every item touched by players (props, locks, door knobs,
light switches, etc), all surfaces within the game (tabletops, cabinets, etc), and all items touched
by staff (computers, keyboards, speakers, etc). We spray all non-porous items within the game
between each run (cloth chairs, curtains, etc), and all removable items are swapped out each
day to be properly cleaned. We vacuum/mop each day and as needed throughout the day.
We have always, and will always, have hand sanitizer in the lobby, and within each and every
game. We advise customers to use the hand sanitizer first thing upon entering the game, and
prior to exiting the room.
Our games are private, as they have been for over a year. That means you’ll be playing the
game only with your friends and family, people with which you’ve already shared small spaces
with. You won’t ever have to worry about playing with strangers.
What does this all mean for you? We do our best to maintain the cleanest possible escape
room facility. We do this to ensure your safety, and the safety of our staff. We encourage all
staff members who are feeling sick to stay home, and do the same for customers. We have
temporarily edited our rescheduling policy to accommodate last minute requests due to illness.

